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ABSTRACT

Trading card games challenge players to select a card from
their personal deck to compete against cards from an opponent’s deck with the outcome determined by rules specific
to the game. Players desire that the cards in their decks
offer meaningful choice relative to those held by the opponent since one player dominating removes all challenge from
the competition. The issue of determining the existence and
extent of meaningful strategies during competitive selection
processes is common to range of other contexts, including
picking units for combat in real-time strategy games such as
StarCraft II. The approach described models game outcomes
as a skew-symmetric matrix and presents an algorithm for
excluding dominated and dominating units, and then further
ranks the remaining meaningful choice options. A metric:
band size quantifies the degree to which subsets of units can
still contribute to meaningful game play. This process is applied to a single unit combat scenario using the StarCraft II
rules to identify and rank a core set of 39 combat units that
only offer meaningful choice within a limited neighbourhood
of 12 units around each unit.
CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing → Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms; •Computing methodologies
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INTRODUCTION

Players of interactive games are continually confronted with
choices ranging from selecting appearance of their avatar,
providing responses to in-game choices relating to the deployment of their unit(s), and to applying accumulated resources to directing the development of their in-game characters. Some of these choices are purely cosmetic while others
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are meaningful and affect the outcome of the game. Strategic game play then involves not only anticipating the consequences of meaningful choices, but also assessing the extent
to which any choice will be meaningful within the current
context.
This paper investigates how meaningful choice can be quantified within one particular game context: the core trading card
mechanic of selecting a specific unit from a set of candidates
which is then pitted against that of the other player in a two
unit competition. The case study provided investigates the
particular context of a sub-game of StarCraft II where two opposing units fight to the death in an otherwise unremarkable
environment but according to the rules already defined by the
StarCraft II combat engine. This scenario is representative of
a key element of a number of similar well known and popular
commercial games, involves competition between two units
that are potentially unbalanced, asymmetrical [18] or orthogonally differentiated [42, 29]; with a non-trivial and largely
opaque conflict simulation not amenable to systematic analysis but that is also the subject of detailed anecdotal analysis
by players and popularly employed for developing strategies
for artificial intelligence based game play [46].
The unit selection problem is the basis for many trading card
style games, where each player must select a single card
from their hand of cards during each round. It is core to
the game design process where units must be divided into
different factions (such as the Terran, Protoss and Zerg of
StarCraft) or where units must be ranked according to the
phases of game play represented as a technology tree [46].
Unit selection is a metaphor for strategic choice, in situations
where outcomes can be directly measured for one strategy
pitted against another. Meaningful game design requires intrinsic balance between the available strategies even in the
absence of players. Complex game mechanics incorporate
strategic selection, such as multi-unit combat scenarios in
RTS games which often degenerate into combat between single units along a battle front (although clearly this is not
the only form of interaction between units possible in such
cases). This analysis involves only consideration of competitive outcomes so this process can also be applied to players themselves, through data collected in ranking systems and
thus being applicable to the matchmaking problem [23]. Unit
selection also applies outside traditional game settings, for
example selecting candidates from a party list to contest a
particular election, or deciding on which products to stock
when shelf space may be limited.

BACKGROUND

Motivating players is a significant challenge in game design,
typically involving intrinsic and extrinsic rewards [41]. Satisfaction has been linked to meaningful choice and autonomy
across several studies [6, 10, 44], although these tend to use
scenarios where choice is clearly linked to perceived consequence. The significance of particular strategic decisions in
complex games are often masked by additional factors such as
variations in the skills of competing players (dominating over
choice of champion during individual matches in League of
Legends [23]), or differences due to randomness, timing or
other confounding factors. This affects players and game designers jointly who then have to rely on data collected after
the game’s release, or anthropomorphized insights assembled
by experts within player communities [23]1 . Procedurally
generated elements of game content benefit from models that
predict their effect on game play [15].
This paper measures the extent to which the effect of access to
particular groups of play pieces can affect the degree to which
a player can control the game outcome. This supports the design process but also provides the starting point for analysis
of more complex game mechanics derived from choice of individual strategic elements. This work standardizes the representation of the game structure but also incorporates considerations relevant to game design and the player experience.
Formal models of games and strategy

Abstract representations of games allow reasoning about their
strategic properties. Game theory normal form allows dominant strategies and equilibria to be identified [34]. Decision trees represent strategies as sequences of tactical decisions [46]. The matrix elements used in game theory define
the expected payoff for each combination of strategies, compared to the formulation used in this paper which uses the
game outcome.
Feedback mechanisms control the impact of player actions,
with negative feedback loops used to keep the game competitive by limiting the benefit of player advantages [38]. Positive
feedback mechanisms amplify the effects of minor player advantages [37] while negative feedback limits the benefit of
early lead. Stability can also be achieved by ensuring that the
game has multiple Nash equilibria [30], particularly if these
are robust under small perturbations. Combinations of individual game units or alliances formed between players can
lead to unexpected emergent formations [36]. The effects
of the feedback loops in the internal game economy can be
explored by simulation once interactions between units have
been quantified [11]. A Petri net derived model represents
each component as a source, sink, converter or trader [11, 32].
Even relatively simple models can provide insight into the relationships between attributes that affect choice of available
strategies [39][4].
The random walk view of games [13] divides the game into
phases separated by reversals. Designers can ensure this by
providing one side with an initial advantage which decays
1 http://liquipedia.net/starcraft/Category:

Strategies

with time. Strategies then involve ensuring that the game lasts
long enough that the game can be ended during the period
when the player’s pieces have reached their peak. Technology tree design sets the time before maximum strength units
can be created and uses cool down timers that limit reuse.
Evidence of long term play benefiting better players has been
found for an analysis of strategies in StarCraft [12].
Relationships between agents is the basis for balance theory [19]. This concept can be generalized using a graph representation with edges labeled + or − (a signed graph) according to the nature of the relationship. The sign of the product
of links in a cycle is significant [7], and in the original formulation results in being able to partition a balanced graph into
two subsets of nodes with only positive edges internal to each
set, and only negative edges between sets [7, 17, 9]. The latter representation identifies two opposing cliques; a common
scenario in competitive games, and informs the process of
forming subgroups, clusters or coalitions. The nature of the
relationship represented is amenable to alternative interpretations, ranging from like/dislike [19] but also a higher/lower
rank [27] similar to the win/loss concept applied in this paper
which aims to represent stable cycles of dominance (status).
As with game theory and the work in this paper, matrix representations of the graph structure facilitate various forms of
analysis. The Laplacian matrix for a signed graph, defined as
the difference between the diagonal degree matrix and the adjacency matrix, uses eigenvalue analysis to determine degree
of balance [25].
Strategic analysis of games and game play

The strategies possible in any game can be the same for each
player in symmetrical games [33], but are more interesting
where players have different sets of assets encouraging strategic innovation [40, 37, 39]. All players in a multi-player game
need to be able to select strategies that ensure fair chances of
winning and hence need equivalent resources and play pieces
available to each player. Communities in massively multiplayer online games will quickly identify a dominant element
or strategy [16][34] which in turn forces all players to use this
strategy or lose [26]. Elements of the game that are underutilized point to potential areas of imbalance [22]. Strategic analysis may be based solely on designer intuition [39],
patching and player feedback, analysis of actions recorded
from game play [21] or using state space searches e.g. human directed binary search [39] or optimization algorithms
e.g. particle swarms [45].
Orthogonal differentiation of units has been suggested as an
approach to avoiding dominant strategies [42]. A set of orthogonal basis vectors is created with each vector specifying
an attribute unique to one of the units. No unit is equivalent
to a combination of other units in the set. Assuming each
attribute corresponds to a particular strategic opportunity the
existence of an orthogonal basis ensures that any strict subset
of units can be countered by sufficiently many units derived
from one of the remaining basis elements [42, 29].
Relationships between individual strategic options can be manipulated or analyzed to predict game outcomes. A cyclic
ordering between competing elements automatically avoids

dominant strategies [37, 39] as every unit can be countered by
at least one other. Analysis focuses on relationships between
game outcomes for individual units rather than on their defining attributes. These relations can be explicitly defined for all
pairs of units [37] or inverted to produce attribute values using simulation and search [28]. Unit attributes (such as speed,
range and firepower) affect strategic choice when they relate
to resources required to acquire the unit [37]. Pairwise balance is computed by ensuring a mixed strategy with zero net
payoff [37]. Ensuring cyclic ordering becomes difficult for
large cycles involving many types of unit, or for large scale
conflicts involving more than a pair of units.
Quantifying the value of a particular strategy through analysis
of game play data allows elements of the player’s skill to be
included [31]. Player abilities are incorporated into the choice
of strategies in a fighting game [1] by using reinforcement
learning to select strategies optimized for scores within 10%
of the player’s. Human players noted variety in the strategies
used by an adaptive agent in comparison to agents trained to
find a single optimal strategy. Regulation of game challenge
allows for dynamic difficulty adjustment [2] without removing the significance of player prior choices and consequent
impact on autonomy and experience of competing players [3].
Developing measures of strategic benefit

Assigning value to particular strategies provides ways of representing and reasoning about choice. Such objective goals or
fitness functions are used to iteratively refine the structure of
a game [8]. Metrics based on simulations of individual game
mechanics and on statistics collected from intermediate and
completed versions of the games represent the value of outcomes associated with tactics and strategies [16]. A uniform
frequency distribution over the usage of the different game
elements indicates that they are all equally useful and hence
balanced. While it can be convenient to have explicit measures such as player’s score provided by the game to quantify
value [5], heuristics based on smaller scale interactions (such
as number of individual conflicts won during a battle) can
provide an estimate of this [1]. Massively multi-player online
games have very large numbers of players offering opportunities for collusion and alliances to affect the outcome [30].
Modelling players as random processes and using summary
statistics such as win rates over a set of games provide an indication of any potential bias towards one side [22, 20] which
can lead to a perception of imbalance [13]. The probability of
the frequent changes in leadership is low [14] with the more
likely outcome being that the player that first gains the lead
will retain it. Regular changes of which player is in the lead or
which is gaining would be perceived as balanced [20] represented as the number of zero crossings in the relative score or
its derivative. Periodic measures of relative advantage quantify the effect of feedback mechanisms that encourage equilibrium throughout the game.

could equally be a description of any item capable of comparison with another unit. Traditionally units have been described in terms of their attributes or properties [29] with the
outcome dependent on some black box process that is sensitive to these attributes. We assume we have access to the
outcomes for any competition between two units represented
as a competitive game function f : H × H 7→ {−1, 0, +1}
which maps two units Ai and A j to f (Ai , A j ) where the outcome is either +1 to represent Ai wins against A j , 0 to represent a draw, or −1 to represent a loss. Other options for the
range of the function can be considered, such as a continuous value representing the extent of the win, such as the final
health value of the winning unit [24].
Let H1 and H2 be two non-empty subsets of H . These could
represent hands of cards held by each player. We wish to establish the extent to which one of the players is able to affect
the outcome of the game by selecting a single unit from H1 to
be played against a unit selected by the other player from H2 .
In the simplest cases where we have a dominant unit Ak that
beats all other units ( f (Ak , Ai ) = +1, ∀i , k) then there is no
meaningful choice for the second player as the first player
need only select unit Ak in order to win every time [18]. However intelligent game design is unlikely to allow such scenarios and we would expect that for every unit Ak there will be
at least one other unit that it loses to and one other unit that it
defeats. This condition is still insufficient to ensure a meaningful choice for the player as it does not exclude the existence of cliques of units that adhere to this property internally
but that collectively still dominate all remaining units [17]. A
rational player would then confine their choice to one of the
units within this dominant clique.
The goal of this analysis is to produce a measure indicating
the degree of meaningful choice within a competitive game
function, and to determine where meaningful choice may exist relative to any set of units that an opponent may be able to
deploy.
Skew symmetry

Intuitively we would expect that f (Ai , A j ) = − f (A j , Ai ) i.e.
that if unit Ai wins against A j then unit A j would lose against
Ai , or that units that draw would do so irrespective of the order
in which they participate in the competition.
If this condition holds or is enforced then:
• the game function can be represented by a n × n skew symmetric matrix where the entry at position(i, j) is f (Ai , A j ),
providing a lookup table representing the outcome of any
unit competing against all others.
• f (Ai , Ai ) = 0, and so all competitions involving an instance
of a particular unit competing against another instance of
the same type would end in a draw. Thus the diagonal elements are all 0 and thus contain no useful information.

METHOD

Let us assume the existence of a set of units H = {Ai } where
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. An individual unit, Ai , may be a game piece,
such as a Marine or Zergling in the StarCraft context, but

• the symmetry means that the upper (or lower) triangular
portions of the matrix would be sufficient to completely
define the game.

If this condition does not hold then this also has an impact
on the concept of meaningful choice for individual players.
There may be various reasons why skew symmetry is not
present, equivalent to the game function being able to differentiate between the first and second player. The game may
have a turn based aspect to it, where the first player takes an
action before the second providing some benefit to the first
(e.g. able to select best vantage point or get first choice of
available resources) or to the second (able to adapt and respond to the first player’s strategy). This may even be implicit
in the combat simulation due to processing of internal lists of
units in a set order. Skew symmetry may also appear to be violated due to stochastic elements within the game simulation.
Effects of random fluctuations need to be distinguished from
a consistent bias.
Where skew symmetry is absent, the upper and lower triangular portions of the matrix can be separated into two different
matrices, each of which can then be extended into a skew
symmetric matrix. This is equivalent to creating two versions
of the game corresponding to alternative orderings of the two
units. Analysis then proceeds as for the skew symmetric case,
for each of these alternatives.
Detecting absence of skew symmetry can be done easily
where evaluation of the game function produces consistent
deterministic results by directly comparing each matrix element (i, j) with its corresponding ( j, i). Simulations that incorporate varying degrees of randomness are interesting with
respect to their outcome over many games and so comparison
of the mean outcome is required.
Lemma 1. If ∃Ai : f (Ai , Ai ) , 0 then the game function f is
not skew symmetric.
If there is a unit that does not draw against itself then skew
symmetry is violated. Thus the absence of skew symmetry can often be quickly confirmed by finding such a unit.
The effect of randomness in the outcomes of stochastic game
functions is addressed by collecting multiple samples of game
output for one unit played against itself. For any given unit
Ai ,the outcome f (Ai , Ai ) is repeatedly evaluated. Skew symmetry implies that the mean of this value should converge to
0. This can be trivially achieved if all individual outcomes
result in a draw (outcome 0). When a non-zero outcome x is
achieved, we expect that it should be matched with a corresponding outcome of −x elsewhere in the outcome sequence.
Thus outcomes +1 and −1 should occur with probability 0.5,
once the 0 outcomes have been discarded. A two-tailed binomial test is used to identify the significance of any deviation
from this distribution.
It is possible that all of the diagonal elements in the game matrix are indistinguishable from 0 but the game is still not skew
symmetric. A more thorough test checks all combinations of
units to identify any signs of bias. Skew symmetry can be verified by explicitly testing for cases where the outcome does
not change sign when the order of combat is reversed (where
f (A, B) , − f (B, A)). This approach suffers from the limitation that the number of trials required is O(n2 ) rather than
O(n) for the previous test (where n is the number of units
in the system), potentially reducing the number of samples

of each outcome that can be collected while simultaneously
impacting on any significance levels of tests required to compare the two distributions. We elect to rather devise a measure
of bias (lack of skew symmetry) which can be visualized to
identify trends across units to distinguish a particular flaw in
interactions between two units from a systematic flaw across
many units.
Each pairwise interaction between units can be classified in
terms of a bias measure bAi ,A j = f (Ai , A j ) + f (A j , Ai ) which
should evaluate to 0 for well behaved game functions. A normalized bias measure, that indicates how far the unit is from
achieving skew symmetry, can then be assessed for each unit
by combining the results for that unit interacting with all other
units:
q
∑nj=1 b2Ai ,A j
biasAi =
(1)
n
Unit categorization

For the remaining steps, assume that f is skew-symmetric.
As mentioned previously, meaningful choice is not possible
with where we have dominant units. There are several other
categories of unit that can also be pruned from consideration
at this stage.

+
+
Definition 2. A unit
 Ai is k balanced if ∃A = a1 , . . . , a p
such that f Ai , Aa j = +1, ∀ jε {1, . . . , p} and p ≥ k i.e. the
unit Ai wins against at least k other units.
A similar definition applies to k− balanced units, which lose
to at least k other units.
Definition 3. A meaningful choice is a unit Ai that is both 1+
balanced and 1− balanced.
A meaningful choice clearly wins against at least one other
unit, and loses to at least one other unit. This excludes in
particular:
• dominating units: that are 1+ balanced and do not lose to
any other unit. Selecting these units represents a dominant
strategy.
• dominated units: that are 1− balanced and do not beat any
other unit. There is no gain possible by selecting these
units.
• passive units: units that draw with every other unit.
Further analysis is applied to only those units identified as
meaningful choices, with a process for pruning outlined in
Algorithm 1. The next stage derives a measure that reflects
the degree of meaningful choice available, and presents an algorithm for providing a canonical ranking of these remaining
units.
A measure of choice

The remaining units in the game are all meaningful choices
once dominating, dominated and passive units have been
pruned. The ith row in the matrix represents the set of outcomes between unit Ai and all other units. While none of
these will be dominating units, it is possible to identify the
most dominant units by selecting the rows that have the most
+1 entries. The structure of the matrix could be rearranged to
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Figure 1. The skew-symmetric outcomes matrix can be manipulated by
reordering the list of units. Maximizing the positive only upper triangular region and minimizing the size of the diagonal band provides a
ordering of units with meaningful interactions with only a small set of
their immediate neighbours.

place one of these most dominant units in the first row without changing the nature of the game by just relabeling the
units (corresponding to reordering the list of units). Similar
relabeling can be used to shuffle all the +1 entries to the right
so that from some position j and beyond to the right, the first
row of the matrix only consists of +1. After the relabeling,
unit A1 dominates all Am for m ≥ j. If one player selects A1
then the other player
loses meaningful choice if they are re
stricted to units A j , A j+1 , . . . , An .
If this process could be repeated in a greedy fashion for the
remaining rows then it would provide a ranking of all the
units. The extent of dominance would indicate the degree
of meaningful choice if the players are restricted to choose
from within a subset of the units. However the definition of
meaningful choice also ensures that every unit has at least
one counter-unit and so the process is not so straightforward
because improving the arrangement to benefit one unit can
worsen the situation for others. However we embrace the
principle demonstrated and restrict the −1 upper triangular
entries to the narrowest band along the diagonal of the game
matrix, as shown in Figure 1 to maximize the degree to which
dominance is presented. The width of this band at any row
would represent the number of remaining units that are not
completely dominated and hence provides a measure of the
degree of meaningful choice left to this unit. The maximum
width across all rows then represents the potential for meaningful choice across all units.

If we assume that units are provided in an ordered list L =
[A1 , A2 , . . . , An ] then any skew symmetric matrix representing
the game function is equivalent to a reordering of the list.
Swapping two elements in the list is equivalent to exchanging
the corresponding rows and the corresponding columns, and
can alter the width of the diagonal band of meaningful choice.
Once a matrix is achieved that maximizes the degree of dominance present in the game then we achieve a characteristic
ordering of the units that represents the dominance patterns
within the game.
A measure of meaningful choice thus involves optimizing the
form of the matrix through manipulating the order in which
units are added. The optimization criterion is the band size
of the matrix, and the optimal value of this fitness function
becomes the measure of choice within the game.
The desired matrix should have each row end in the maximum
numbers of +1s, but need have no more than all of the rows
above it. Thus we only count trailing +1 in each row that also
have +1 values in the column above, as shown in the positive
only upper triangular region in Figure 1.
The matrix should maximize the number of elements in the
upper triangular region of the matrix (containing top-right
corner) that is exclusively +1. Various scoring criteria can
either favour long +1 rows at the top (often a case of a few
units that dominate most others), or moderate length rows
throughout (most units dominate the last few) or some mix
in between. Since there are usually multiple valid maximal
configurations we also minimize the width of the diagonal
band in the upper triangular region that remains to minimize
the extent of influence across all units. This can be measured
as the maximum distance from the diagonal elements to the
last −1 entry in the same row. This quantity is defined as the
band size β for the game as shown in Figure 1. Band size is
too coarse on its own and not provide sufficient resolution to
discriminate between similar configurations.
An objective function representing a combination of the two
has proven to provide useful insights. Let T be the set of
matrix elements that are +1, have only +1 elements to their
right in the row, and have only +1 elements above and to the
right in all previous rows. Let d(i, j) between the Manhattan
distance between element at position (i, j) and the position
(n, 1) (bottom, left hand element of the matrix). The objective
function used for matrix M is:
d (i, j)
C(M) = ∑
− n2 β (M)
2n
(i, j)∈T
The normalization constants ensure that band size is the primary criteria, with dominance relationships used to direct
and refine the optimization. Skew symmetry ensures that the
lower triangular portion of the matrix need not be considered.
Process

Measurement of meaningful choice involves:
1. Validation of skew symmetry. If this is not present then one
player may have an advantage merely due to the order in
which they play, inhibiting meaningful choice.

2. Skew symmetry is enforced, by setting f (Ai , Ai ) = 0, and
f (Ai , A j ) = − f (A j , Ai ).
3. Units that are dominating, dominated or passive are removed using Algorithm 1.
4. Let L = [A1 , A2 , . . . , An ] be the ordering of the list of units
that produces matrix M 0 = arg min (C (M)). The band size
of the game is β (M 0 ). The order provided by L ranks the
units, with meaningful choice only existing for units within
β (M 0 ) units above and below any given unit. Units earliest
in the ranking dominate units later in the ranking beyond
this limit.
CASE STUDY

The StarCraft II combat simulator determines combat outcomes for 69 player identified unit variations characterized
by at least 65 attributes [29]. The game is widely played both
socially and professionally, and is also the subject of annual
competitions to test artificial intelligence systems built to play
strategically [35]. Such research aims to identify strategies as
sequences of tactics within the game that would produce the
most effective artificial players. These efforts have resulted in
access being granted to various programming interfaces culminating in the StarCraft II API2 [43]. This opens up opportunities for research into the properties of a complex balanced
competition with diverse agent characteristics as this API allows individual units to compete against one another using
the StarCraft II game engine in the absence of confounding
factors of terrain, other units or player interactions. The data
presented in this paper was created using Linux package version 3.16.1.
The API identifies 200 different units distributed across 4 factions: Terrain, Zerg, Protoss and Neutral. Neutral elements
are predominantly modifiable elements of the terrain such as
buildings and resource sources. The API was used to collect
data on the outcomes of combat between pairs of units. An
empty map was used to avoid any effects of terrain or obstacles. For combat involving any given pair of units, one of
each is spawned at on the circumference of the largest circle fitting into the map. Positioning is random to avoid any
directional bias but opponents are always positioned directly
opposite one another on the circle to ensure starting separation is constant. The entire process is repeated multiple times
to determine the aggregated behaviour.
When the game starts, the two units are both instructed to
head towards the center of the circle using their SMART ability. This is chosen to allow maximum inherent unit behaviour.
Those units able to move will head for the center, attempt to
combat the other if possible, and flee if necessary. Pursuit of
a fleeing unit is possible but pursuing units may break off and
return to occupy the targeted position if their victim gets out
of range. The simulation ends when one unit is destroyed,
or after a fixed number (3000) of iterations of the game loop.
Since the simulation does not run in real-time, each game typically takes less than 10 s.
Results measured include:
2 https://github.com/Blizzard/s2client-proto

• the outcome of the game reported as a member of the set
{−1, 0, +1} corresponding to lose, draw and win from the
perspective of the first unit of the pair.
• the change of health of the units involved, the duration of
the game (in game loop cycles) and the game loop cycle
at which a unit last took damage. This helps to identify
whether the simulation was terminated before a conclusive
outcome was achieved, or whether no further interaction
between the units is likely.
The aim of this experiment is to gather data and apply the
analysis process described to derive insight into the strategic options available to units within StarCraft II. Hypotheses
which will be tested are:
H1: Unit combat within StarCraft II is symmetrical and balanced from the perspective that each player has equal opportunity for victory from the outset of a game.
H2: All combat units within StarCraft II are meaningful
choices.
H3: The ranking of units within StarCraft II is evenly distributed across the different factions.
H4: The ranking of units within StarCraft II corresponds to
their availability during the game (as determined by prerequisites within the tech tree, and resource requirements).
Skew symmetry

Lack of skew symmetry can be proven by finding a unit Ai for
which the relationship: f (Ai , Ai ) , 0. We collected a sample
of StarCraft II competitions involving a two player game with
each player using the same unit. Data sets of at least 550
games for each of the 200 units are used in this analysis.
The majority (124) of the units result in a draw outcome for
every round played and so automatically f (Ai , Ai ) = 0 for
these units. The remainder are able to win and lose against
a completely identical opponent presumably due to elements
of randomness being present in the simulation.
A further 22 units only have outcomes only from the set
{−1, 1} (i.e. they never draw) and so all 550 samples contribute directly to the binomial test. The initial data set identifies bias in 1 unit at a 2% significance level. However given
the number of units being tested a much higher standard of
significance is required to discriminate against random fluctuations. This is confirmed when repeating the process with a
second and third data set fails to flag the same unit. Hence we
conclude that there is no evidence of lack of skew symmetry
in these cases.
The remaining 54 units have situations in which usually a
draw occurs, but do also manage to win or lose. The binomial test is only applied to the win/lose cases, which means
that the number of samples available is substantially reduced.
Despite this a number of the units shown in Table 1 indicate
a significant bias almost always in favour of the first unit in
the pair. Three units appear consistently when a significance
threshold of 0.1% is applied even when the experiment is repeated on two additional data sets and are marked in bold in
Table 1.

Dominated (5 units)

Level 1 (200 units)

Dominating (21 units)

Dominated (10 units)
Level 2 (174 units)
Dominating (1 units)

Figure 2. Bias measures for every pair of units, for all units sorted by
their normalized bias measures.

This provides the evidence required to invalidate hypothesis
H1. This is likely the result of the game simulation providing an advantage to the first unit added. This might be the
result of processing the outcomes of combat actions in order,
leading to the extinction of the second unit before the consequence of its reciprocal action can be recorded. These units
may have limited impact on the game play since the game
outcome is still a draw in the majority of cases. However it
does suggest that internal engine implementation processes
are affecting outcomes and that a more detailed investigation
into unit symmetry is justified.
A data set involving combat between every possible pair
(200 × 200) of units was gathered. This was repeated to ensure that every combination was represented 14 times. The
bias measures as per (1) for the top 5 units with the highest
values are listed in Table 2. These are small values suggesting an imbalance may be non-significant and due to random
effects within a small sample. Of the 5 units listed, 3 are later
categorized as significantly dominated and so the imbalance
may be related to the mechanism used to ensure their early
demise. In contrast the other 2 occupy the middle ranking
according to degree of meaningful choice offered.
The extent to which skew symmetry is violated is shown visually in Figure 2 by visualizing the values of bAi ,A j . This reveals more systematic patterns that are inconsistent with skew
symmetry. Visual inspection shows 3 regions. The units with
bA,B = 0 could be the units which draw with all others. Investigations suggest that the set of units with minor bias values are the result of limited numbers of samples, or due to
units that do not offer meaningful choice (e.g. draw in most
games, but spontaneously suicide in others). This bias affects
interactions with many other units. The third category are the
heavily biased units (Table 2) showing this behaviour consistently and severely across large numbers of other units. This
provides further evidence to refute hypothesis H1.
Unit categorization

The process of determining meaningful choice units is an iterative one as depicted in Algorithm 1. This involves remov-

Level 3 (163 units)

Dominated (2 units)

Level 4 (161 units)

Dominated (1 units)

Level 5 (160 units)

Dominated (1 units)

Level 6 (159 units)

Dominated (1 units)

Level 7 (158 units)

Dominated (1 units)

Level 8 (157 units)

Dominated (105 units)

Level 9 (52 units)

Dominated (11 units)

Level 10 (41 units)

Dominated (1 units)

Level 11 (40 units)

Dominated (1 units)

Level 12 (39 units)

Figure 3. The pruning of different unit categories while extracting the
core set of units that provide meaningful choice is represented in this
tree structure.

ing all units that are identified as dominating, dominated and
passive until no more units in these category remain. The remaining units are all meaningful choices. The StarCraft II
data set is regularized for this process so that only win, loss
or draw outcomes are present. The outcome of each combination of units is replaced
with the sign of the average outcome:

0
f (Ai , A j ) = sign f (Ai , A j ) , and f 0 (Ai , Ai ) = 0 so that the
function f 0 maps to {−1, 0, +1}. This data requires 11 iterations to reach equilibrium and produce the meaningful choice
core. The nature of the units removed during each iteration
are summarized in Figure 3.
The units removed are both dominated and dominating, with
no passive units in this sequence. It turns out that several
StarCraft II units require particular support from other units
and will die without any intervention, either immediately or
once some initial resource level runs out. These are clearly

Unit
ZERG_BANELINGCOCOON
ZERG_BROODLORDCOCOON
ZERG_CHANGELING
ZERG_EGG
ZERG_LURKERMPEGG
ZERG_ULTRALISKCAVERN
PROTOSS_TWILIGHTCOUNCIL
PROTOSS_TEMPEST

Win
25
20
17
18
23
13
43
267

Draw
524
529
532
530
520
510
480
56

Lose
1
1
1
2
7
27
27
227

Two-tailed p-value
0.000%
0.002%
0.014%
0.040%
0.522%
3.848%
7.224%
7.921%

Table 1. Results of bias testing for 2-player games with both using the same unit. These cases result in win, draw or loss (from the perspective of the first
unit in the pair). Several of these units indicate significant bias in favour of the first unit of the pair beyond the 1% threshold. Those that are consistent
across three repetitions of the experiment are marked in bold.

Unit Ai
ZERG_LURKERMPEGG
ZERG_LARVA
PROTOSS_DISRUPTOR
ZERG_SPORECRAWLER
ZERG_SPINECRAWLER

biasAi
0.0286
0.0268
0.0225
0.0178
0.0156

Table 2. Bias measure for the 5 units with the largest values, corresponding to the right hand columns and bottom rows in Figure 2.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm for categorization and pruning
of passive, dominated and dominating units. The priority list
when provided aggressively removes any units of the higher
priority categories first ensuring that the remaining units classified into the low priority category are unambiguously in that
category.
// classify units into categories
function classify (unitList)
p = d = D = C = []
for u in unitList
loseToSome = (u is 1-balanced)
winOverSome = (u is 1+balanced)
if loseToSome and winOverSome then
C.append (u) // meaningful choice core
if loseToSome and not winOverSome then
d.append (u) // dominated
if not loseToSome and winOverSome then
D.append (u) // dominating
if not loseToSome and not winOverSome then
p.append (u) // passive
return (p, d, D, C)
// prune list to return meaningful choice core.
function prune (unitList, havePriority, priorityList)
(p, d, D, C) = identifyGrouping (unitList)
while p or d or D are not empty
if havePriority
g = highest priority and non empty list in {p, d, D}
according to priorityList
unitList.remove (g)
else
unitList.remove (p)
unitList.remove (d)
unitList.remove (D)
return unitList

dominated and cause other passive units such as buildings to
be flagged as dominating these units. The first 7 iterations remove units that suicide after increasing intervals. The bulk of
the scenery is removed at iteration 8 when the passive structures that have proven indestructible are removed, followed
by the helpless buildings that can be destroyed by other units.
The remaining iterations similarly progressively prune units
that are only capable of beating other easily beaten (dominated) units. The iteration sequence provides a ranking within
units of the same category and the number of steps involved
indicates a substantial hierarchy exists when units interact in
this way.
Units may vary between the passive and dominated, and
passive and dominating categories depending on the order
in which units are removed but the same set of meaningful choices will be identified. A priority removal option in
Algorithm 1 allows each iteration to remove only one of
the passive, dominated and dominating categories per iteration in that order. Prioritizing the different categories provides a way of identifying minimal sets of units that are
clearly only in the lowest priority category. When using
prioritized removal removing passive or dominated first, the
key dominating units are the TERRAN_BATTLECRUISER
and TERRAN_KD8CHARGE, followed by the PROTOSS_MOTHERSHIP, with units classified as dominant using other orderings being marked as passive in this case.
The dominated units remaining after first removing the
passive and dominating units include the burrowed forms
of many units as the weakest (most dominated) and the
ZERG_BROODLING as the most powerful, but still dominated unit.
The process results in only 39 of the original 200 units that
can be considered as meaningful choices in a one-on-one unit
combat scenario. The units are shown in Figure 4. This outcome does also impact on hypothesis H2, with much fewer
units than expected remaining as meaningful choices. Some
of the static combat units will be passive or dominated due
to the nature of the specific combat scenario used to generate this data set as these will be unable to move into combat range, or be vulnerable to units with greater range. Units
representing an intermediate stage of another unit may also
be helpless for a period, or lack critical support infrastructure. Such units only become relevant in group settings and
become meaningful choices in such cases. Analysis of the

dependencies required to fully enable a particular strategy is
a direction to be pursued in further developing this work.
A measure of choice

The gradient descent algorithm is used to perform the optimization process to identify configurations with minimal
band size. During each iteration the degree of change in the
fitness function C (M) is calculated for each pair of unit swaps
in the ordered list, and the greatest gradient is selected. Randomization is used when local minima are encountered. For
any given ordering, the band size is only calculated for the upper triangular portion of the matrix, despite previous results
indicating that the game function does not produce a perfectly
skew symmetric matrix.
An ordering and properties of the resulting StarCraft II balanced unit set are shown in Figure 4. The bandsize for this set
of 39 units is 12 units. Thus for any unit, it is vulnerable to
at most 12 other units, and these are the 12 that immediately
follow the unit. Any unit more than 12 units further down
the list will be defeated. This unit can only effectively challenge units 12 places prior to them in the list. The bandsize
is an upper bound on the zone of potential balanced competition. Many of these units have smaller zones of non-trivial
behaviour. Conversely, those units that achieve the maximum
bandsize can be identified (where the red and light blue regions coincide). These are units that are most vulnerable to
“significantly inferior” units, as determined by this ranking.
Some units can be exchanged without affecting the objective
value (dark blue markers). This suggests the ordering of these
units is not critical. The order of the list is not related to
the number of units that the unit wins against. One of the
weakest units (Zergling) consistently ends up much higher up
the ranking than other units with similar numbers of wins.
The ordering of the list shows some separation of the factions involved, in contradiction to hypothesis H3. Many
Terran units receive the lowest ranking, with heavy Protoss
units prevalent in leading positions. Zerg units span the midrange. This could be a strategy to help distinguish the various factions. The Protoss faction is popularly viewed as
a race with a tendency towards more expensive and powerful units. The surprising result is the lower ranking of
Terran units which are expensive relative to similar Zerg
units. This might explain why professional players tend to
avoid playing the Terrain race [46] with statistics indicating
a roughly 25:35:35 breakdown between Terran:Zerg:Protoss
among grand-master players.
The ranking has the potential to inform the order in which
units are accessed. All players should ideally start with units
ranked within a band size of each other to ensure fairness.
Access to higher order units (the technology tree) would need
to ensure that the advances in ranking should be achieved in
comparable time and cost increments. The ranking can be
compared with the technology trees for StarCraft II3 to as3 http://us.battle.net/sc2/en/game/race/terran/
techtree/lotv,
http://us.battle.net/sc2/en/game/
race/zerg/techtree/lotv and http://us.battle.net/sc2/
en/game/race/protoss/techtree/lotv

sess the extent to which the analysis matches the intentions of
the game designer. Each faction has a separate tree so comparisons are only valid within a faction, and are confined to
units in both the meaningful choice core and the technology
tree. For Zerg and Protoss, the ranking corresponds well to
the progression in the technology tree, with units in the same
tree rank being well within the band size from one another, although the ZERG_RAVAGER is more highly ranked than the
technology tree would indicate. The Terran side reveals units
out of order, such as the lowest ranked TERRAN_HELLION
which requires more pre-requisites than other higher ranked
units in the technology tree. Many Terran units are similarly
ranked suggesting that the initial technology tree is intended
to facilitate diversity rather than specialist progression. The
ranking achieved from single unit combat outcomes shows
surprising levels of support for hypothesis H4, particularly
given that the combat scenario tested ignores the resource
costs for each unit.
This analysis is confined to single unit-to-unit competition.
Investigating strategies where one side grows number of low
ranked units while others work on fewer numbers of higher
ranked units are planned for future work into effects of cooperation between units.
DISCUSSION

The process described focuses on one key mechanic of the
trading card game; that being direct competition between two
units (or cards). This mechanic applies across multiple game
genres and is demonstrated with respect to combat between
two units as found in StarCraft II. The process applies equally
to other games once interactions between pairs of units can be
reduced to an outcome matrix. Immediate benefits achieved
include the ability to detect bias in the engine implementation, identify over- or under-powered units, and to rank units
in ways that could then be used to determine resource cost
or prerequisites to access through a technology tree. This approach can be used to analyze existing game structures, or to
iteratively validate and refine the design of new games as they
are being built.
We are in the process of extending these ideas to other game
design problems. Game design paradigms are envisaged that
start with the canonical ranking and reverse engineer unit
properties and simulation engine behaviour from these. Combinations of cards and alliances of units, typical of more complex trading card game mechanics, can be represented by
power sets of H , where the individual elements are groups
of units and the analysis repeated with these. Since the complexity increases significantly in this case, the systematic and
automated analysis methodology presented provides a support tool to enhance the designer’s intuition.
CONCLUSIONS

The results of the case study provide insight into the strategic benefits of choosing particular units in StarCraft II. This
alone is not sufficient to play the complete game unaided but
provides a foundation for assessing the impact of unit design
on the compound problems involving coalitions of units deployed over varied terrain and subject to resource constraints.

PROTOSS_VOIDRAY
PROTOSS_TEMPEST
PROTOSS_CARRIER
PROTOSS_ARCHON
ZERG_ULTRALISK
PROTOSS_IMMORTAL
PROTOSS_COLOSSUS
TERRAN_THORAP
TERRAN_THOR
PROTOSS_ZEALOT
ZERG_RAVAGER
TERRAN_SIEGETANK
ZERG_BROODLORD
PROTOSS_MOTHERSHIPCORE
PROTOSS_PHOENIX
TERRAN_CYCLONE
PROTOSS_DISRUPTOR
TERRAN_BANSHEE
ZERG_LURKERMPEGG
ZERG_CORRUPTOR
TERRAN_VIKINGFIGHTER
ZERG_MUTALISK
PROTOSS_STALKER
ZERG_HYDRALISK
ZERG_QUEEN
TERRAN_LIBERATOR
PROTOSS_SENTRY
ZERG_LOCUSTMPFLYING
ZERG_ZERGLING
ZERG_ROACH
PROTOSS_ADEPT
ZERG_LOCUSTMP
TERRAN_GHOST
TERRAN_VIKINGASSAULT
TERRAN_HELLIONTANK
TERRAN_MARAUDER
TERRAN_REAPER
TERRAN_MARINE
TERRAN_HELLION

Figure 4. Dominance relationships for balanced unit set in StarCraft II. The light blue lines show the number of units with the band size for the game,
with the red lines indicating the actual level of meaningful choice for units lower in the rankings. Green lines indicate how much higher in the rankings
any unit can meaningfully compete. Dark blue lines indicate which units can be exchanged without affecting the outcome, and which are thus effectively
equivalent.

The approach is validated as a way of reasoning about the
analysis of other competitions that involve the choice of two
competing units common to many other games with the ranking and measures presented able to yield further insight into
a complex and already well studied context.
A number of dominated and dominating units are identified
even in the established and balanced units of StarCraft II. It is
acknowledged that the scenario tested is only one of the ways
in which the units could be deployed in the full game. A core
set of units offering meaningful choice have been identified
and this offers the most direct insight to the game designer
from this particular experiment. The band size of these units
has been measured as 12 which is much less than the total
number of 39 units in the core. The game thus has to be
played as a series of stages, where sets of units available to
each player at any stage need to overlap within this band size.
Player must also be able to advance their units according to
the ranking identified. The order of units in this ranking does
somewhat correspond to that expected from characteristics of
the various factions: with Protoss having more powerful (and
expensive) units. A surprising reversal is evident where some
cheaper Zerg units are ranked highly compared to more expensive Terran units which could explain why the Terran faction is underrepresented in professional games.
The lack of skew symmetry in StarCraft II is surprising and
often favours the first player, all other factors being equal.
This suggests that the engine implementation may not be
completely consistent with the intended game rules. The
analysis identifies the units which are responsible. Commonalities between these units may offer insight into which elements of the game engine are responsible for this bias.
The analysis process requires no prior insight into the nature of any particular game, allowing it to be applied to any
scenario that can be represented using outcomes of binary

competitions. The ranking of units discovered corresponds
closely to that intended by the game designer as embodied in
the technology tree suggesting that these results closely correspond with the intuitive understanding of the role of each
unit. The analysis can be seen as characterizing units as offering meaningful choice, but also addressing the problem
of comparing strategic decisions involving selection from a
set (trading card mechanic). Such outcomes can be achieved
from simulations of existing systems, but equally game design can be facilitated by defining the desired strategic opportunities in the form of the matrix representing optimal ranking
and the game mechanics reversed engineered from this.
Games can now be represented and defined in terms of their
strategic structure, with an examples of a visualization providing insight into game characteristics shown in Figure 4.
In complex scenarios such as StarCraft II players may not be
directly aware of the extent to which their strategic choices
are meaningful but community theories do develop over time.
Game designers are now able to produce evidence during the
design and development phase of a game that the fundamental unit characteristics are balanced to the extent desired and
that game progression is consistent with capabilities of each
unit.
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